Background and Objectives: Medical researchers are challenged today by the enormous amount of data collected in healthcare. Analysis methods such as genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are often computationally intensive and thus require enormous resources to be performed in a reasonable amount of time. While dedicated clusters and public clouds may deliver the desired performance, their use requires upfront financial efforts or anonymous data, which is often not possible for preliminary or occasional tasks. We explored the possibilities to build a private, flexible cluster for processing scripts in R based on commodity, non-dedicated hardware of our department.
1.

Introduction
Medical researchers are challenged today by the enormous amount of data collected in healthcare [1] . Especially research of high dimensional data in cancer genomics and translational medicine becomes increasingly common in medicine [2] . Data mining algorithms and genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are used to detect correlations between genomic and phenotypic features [3] .
Such analysis methods are often computationally intensive and thus require enormous resources to be performed in a reasonable amount of time. Fortunately, many algorithms can be parallelized and therefore the tasks can be allotted to many computers [4] .
On an infrastructure level, cluster computing is often used to distribute the workload on a (local) network of dedicated resources [4] . In recent years, cloud computing became a viable alternative, because of its elasticity and cost-effectiveness [5] . On a platform level, Hadoop-based services provide standard interfaces for distributed storage and computing [6, 7] . Especially Spark, an in-memory computing service based on Hadoop, begins to surpass previous solutions such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI) used in high-performance computing (HPC) [8] .
Unfortunately, using external resources (e.g. the cloud) is often limited or prohibited for sensitive patient data due to privacy regulations. Researchers also face the problem to justify an investment into dedicated resources (e.g. clusters and blades) in smaller projects or for occasional use.
Therefore, we explored the possibilities to build a private, flexible cluster based on commodity hardware using open source solutions. We focused on the R-package parallel based on MPI [9] and SparkR [10] , not only because R is a popular software for analyzing biomedical data [11] but it is as well the tool of choice for our researchers. It also challenges two different paradigms: traditional HPC cluster computing and Hadoop-based Big Data technologies.
In the following, we compare a GWAS-calculation in R on a single desktop computer, an MPI-cluster and a SparkRcluster with regards to the performance, scalability, quality, and ease of use.
Methods
The starting point of our work was an R script which was developed and validated by clinical statisticians together with medical researchers of the Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics of the University Hospital Erlangen. They also provided an excerpt of a dataset derived from breast-cancer patients who participated in previous clinical research. The calculation aims to identify significant correlations between mutations in the genome (single nucleotide polymorphisms, SNPs) and expression levels of any other genes (GENs), using basic clinical variables to minimize confounders (similar to Ref. [12] ). The script reads an anonymous dataset comprising 199,960 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and 18,609 gene expressions (GENs) as well as 17 clinical variables (such as age and body mass index) from 122 patients. Then, it performs a linear regression fit (lmfit) for each pair of SNP and GENE with the clinical variables adjusting confounders and calculates the standard error, the p-value and the beta-value. The result is written to an output file.
Initially, performance was not in the focus of the developers who rather concentrated on the correctness of the outcome. Based on small subsets of the data, the estimated runtime for the whole dataset on a standard desktop PC was about three years. Our goal was to reduce this time significantly by optimizing the original code and distributing the workload on a network of computing nodes. While working on the optimization of the code, we focused on four success indicators:
-Performance: The time required for computation of the full dataset (the shorter, the better). -Scalability: The extent, to which adding more computing nodes yields a performance gain (ideally a linear gain should be achieved). -Quality: There should be no (relevant) deviation between the output of the optimized and the original script. -Simplicity: The resulting script should retain the flexibility of the original while requiring only minimal changes.
The last point was especially important because the medical experts should still be able to proof and modify the algorithm using their existing libraries (flexibility, trust). This is why the options to completely rewrite the algorithm in another programming language or to use alien tools were discarded.
First, the initial code in R was optimized. Then, the algorithm was parallelized, and the workload was distributed in a local MPI-cluster using the parallel-package of R. Finally, SparkR, which is a relatively new combination of Hadoop inmemory computing and R, was evaluated as an alternative to MPI. All changes to the functional part of the script have been checked for deviations in the results.
2.1.
Optimizing R
The R script was analyzed using the R-profiler to identify time bottlenecks caused by inefficient data structures or control structures. Based on numerous tutorials, best practices and recommendations by the R-community [13] , the R script was improved by a couple of means:
-The original script iterated over the list of SNPs and GENs using nested for-loops. Using apply instead yielded not only a performance gain but also facilitated the parallelization in the later steps. -An R DataFrame is a flexible, but inefficient data structure.
It was replaced by a matrix with a simple typecast. -The linear regression performed by LM requires parsing of the given formula. Using lm.fit instead of LM avoids the parsing overhead, but requires to manually calculate the p-value and standard error. -Replacing the built-in lm.fit function by a third-party library (qtl2scan) resulted in another, substantial performance gain [14] .
Each step was benchmarked and the results were validated against the original script as gold standard. An intermediate test using two SNPs revealed a speedup of factor 122 (7.6s vs. 932.3s) or an estimated duration of nine days (vs. 3 years) for the full dataset.
2.2.
Parallelizing R using the message passing interface
The nature of the algorithm allows for parallelization as each combination of SNP and GEN can be calculated independently. While there are several options to implement parallel R (multicore, explicit cluster) [9] we concentrated on the Message Passing Interface (MPI) as it is a standard used by many HPC clusters and comes packaged for most Linux distributions. Each node of an MPI cluster should provide the same environment (software, folders) so that a locally started process can easily be copied to worker nodes. In principle, the local PC becomes the master, logs into each worker node, and starts the software which keeps connected to the master process. If the master quits, all dependent worker processes are terminated automatically.
Refactoring the script is straightforward: The clusterExport causes the data to move to each instance of R on the remote nodes which might require substantial time depending on the size of data and network speed. Using clusterCall instead to read the data in parallel from the file system had no beneficial effect on execution time in our experiments.
The parApply method not only distributes the workload, but also collects the partial results into an overall result. The joined result has to fit into the memory of the node of the R master.
Parallelizing R using SparkR
SparkR is an R-package that provides functions to compute and read/write resilient data frames (RDD) in a Spark cluster. The current distribution of Spark already includes a preconfigured environment so that a user can immediately start using R with SparkR.
The parallel approach used before can easily be replaced by SparkR functions. Creating and destroying the cluster is not necessary because the Spark cluster runs independently; the client just connects to the Spark master which distributes the workload. The distribution of data and function definitions is handled automatically, so there is no need to export the data to the nodes explicitly.
The main differences are:
-dframe = createDataFrame: Convert the matrix of SNPs into a Spark DataFrame, which is inherently parallel. -rdd = SparkR:::map(dframe, function): Prepares to apply the given function on each element of dframe.
-collect(rdd): Actually executes the map and performs the calculation. Partial results will be collected on the master.
The described modifications only concentrate on the computational aspect. SparkR also provides options to read and write data in a distributed way using the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which was not used, because the R script already saves partial results from the worker nodes and using HDFS would have required a full Hadoop cluster next to the Spark cluster.
The java-based method glm of the machine learning package of Spark has been evaluated, but discarded because it is significantly slower than the native R function (glm is optimized for distributing the linear regression of huge matrices among a cluster).
Results
The core of our cluster consists of a pool of 13 desktop PCs (Intel core i5, 8 GB RAM) in a lecture hall, which are mainly used for student education. A virtual machine was set up on each PC (Ubuntu Linux 64bit, 4 cores, 4 GB RAM). All measurements were taken using these nodes. The cluster is complemented by a 6-year old desktop server (2 Intel Xeon, 8 GB RAM), one desktop and one spare PC (Intel core i5, 8 GB RAM) and two virtual machines (each 6 cores, 12 GB RAM) on two local VmWare ESX hosts. The full dataset was computed on the full cluster (76 cores) in less than three hours.
Each run was performed three times, and the minimum, maximum and mean runtimes were recorded. A significant difference between the three runs (30-70%) was only observable if using the smallest dataset. The cause is the variation in startup time of the client and the connection to the cluster which contributes a large portion to the overall runtime. There was no notable difference between the three runs (i.e. less than 5%) with larger datasets. As cluster computations are only reasonable with larger datasets, only the mean time is shown here. Table 1 shows the times measured for each approach. For each number of worker nodes (cores) in the cluster (1/5/10/ 20/50) a combination of SNPs (1000/10,000/100,000), and GENs (100/1000) have been calculated using two adjustment variables (age and body mass index). Based on the number of SNP × GEN combinations and the time measured, a performance index (thousand calculations per second, Tps) has been determined. For MPI and SparkR, a factor relative to the single case is calculated based on the Tps-ideally, it should be the same as the number of cores.
For the single case, the performance is between 13 and 14 thousand calculations per second, independent of the size of the dataset.
A 5-node MPI cluster is about 2.8 times faster than the single case, and the 50-node cluster is only about 3-15 times faster. Although the number of combinations of 10,000 SNPs/1000 GENs equals 100,000 SNPs/100 GENs, the relative performance is better if GENs is larger because the transfer time only depends on the number of SNPs.
The 5-node SparkR cluster is about 4.5 times faster than the single case and scales up to factor 22 on the 50-node cluster. The number of calculations per second from which the factor is determined is less prone to variations in the data size than with MPI. In both cases MPI and SparkR, the scalability is not linear to the number of nodes. While SparkR generally scales better than MPI, it worsens with the cluster size ( Fig. 1 shows the performance gain in relation to the hypothetical linear scaling).
For MPI as well as for SparkR, the relative performance drops the larger the cluster gets (Fig. 2) . The main contributing factor is the distribution of the data, which requires more time as the cluster grows. SparkR generally scales better than MPI.
An additional test was performed to compare the native Hadoop/SparkR installation on Windows 7 with the virtual Linux environment on the same physical hardware using 4 nodes (16 cores), 1000 SNPs and 1000 GENs. While splitting the tasks into 16 parts (1 part per core) showed no significant difference in runtime (both 11s), a split into 160 parts (10 tasks per core) revealed a massive drop in the native Windows implementation (32 s vs. 17 s). Apparently, the set-up of R as an external process and the communication required is less efficient in Windows than in Linux. 3 illustrates the main differences between implementations. It can be seen that bringing the script to the cluster requires no major changes. While the original script was based on for-loops, the optimized version used apply. For parallel computing, a createCluster starts R on all nodes as defined in the MPI-configuration. Required data have to be exported to each node of the cluster before the parallel version of apply performs the calculation. When SparkR is invoked, it automatically connects to a Spark cluster, which has to be started in advance. Data should be parallelized so that the distribution can also be handled automatically. Therefore, the modifications required in the MPI-case and SparkR are very similar.
Discussion
The goal of reducing the runtime of the data analysis has been achieved: from an initially targeted three years to less than three hours. Refactoring the initial script by rewriting the loops and using native data structures also paved the way towards parallelization using MPI and SparkR. No new or external resources were needed, only the existing office infrastructure was used. With regards to our success criteria:
-Performance: Improving the original script already reduced the computing time from an estimated 3 years to about 9 days. As the algorithm can be parallelized, the workload can easily be distributed among worker nodes. -Scalability: All three tested approaches use R for the actual computation, so the parallelization scales with the number of R instances in the network. However, the overhead for communication (of data and results) among the worker nodes increases with the number of nodes. The efficiency of communication limits the performance gain. SparkR scales generally better than MPI. -Quality: As all calculations are performed by the very same functions in R, there is no deviation in the results. Our experiments with the equivalent function glm (from the machine learning package of Spark [10] ) shows only a minor difference in the rounding of the eighth to seventh decimal place. -Simplicity: Using the R-package parallel required only four additional lines and one changed line of code, SparkR required two lines. Both approaches match closely the optimized R script and hinder in no way the readability of the code.
As the function of the linear fit remained the same in all three implementations and R is used for performing the calculations, the measured runtime difference between MPI and SparkR should result from cluster management overhead. This overhead consists of data distribution and interprocess communication with R. In the case of MPI, the time required for data distribution can be measured explicitly (clusterExport) and takes up to 90% of the overall time. Although our approach to copy all data to all nodes could be improved, it is fair to say that a special focus should be put on data management. This is also true for collecting the results. Because we do no filter on the p-value, the number of raw results is huge and the result file grows larger than 100 GB. This does not fit in the memory of the R master and hence the computation fails. Thirdparty packages for huge matrices and Big Data exist ( [15] ), but they add another layer of complexity and are a mere workaround.
Both, MPI and SparkR, require additional effort in setting up and maintaining a cluster and also show other differences during installation and operation.
MPI
The parallel package based on MPI is easy to install and use because it is available preconfigured for major Linux distributions and requires only minimal setup (a textfile containing the IP-addresses of worker nodes). Further, MPI is a robust technology proven in large clusters and super computing centers [16] . Implementations are available for all major operating systems. However, MPI is optimized for static clusters preferably using dedicated hardware and network resources [16] . The set of nodes is fixed and cannot dynamically grow and shrink which requires a stable environment, often not given when piggybacking office computers or using dynamic cloud resources.
A minor issue is the lack of a progress indicator when using the parallel package; therefore, the user gets no feedback on the state of long-running tasks.
SparkR
SparkR is a relatively new addition to R and suffers until now from a lack of documentation as well as from some contradictory tutorials due to a change in the interface. This causes an additional overhead for the programmer to learn and for the administrator to maintain a cluster. The pace of development of Spark is rather high, so major version changes often occur (every 4-8 weeks) which potentially affect or break current programs. An advantage of SparkR is that it natively interfaces with Hadoop and can, therefore, utilize the distributed filesystem HDFS for reading and writing large datasets.
Spark splits a request into tasks and distributes tasks to workers and executors. The size of a single task should not exceed 100 kb which was the case for the larger data runs. Also, the cluster experienced timeouts if the required time in R exceeded the heartbeat time of the executor. Either the timeout has to be extended or-more preferably-the number of tasks has to be increased (e.g. from two to ten times the number of nodes). Having more tasks than nodes is also important for loadbalancing heterogenous clusters so that faster nodes can complete more tasks than slower ones.
SparkR provides a function to apply a function to the Cartesian product of two vectors. So SparkR:::cartesian(SNPs, GENs, function) would have been an alternative to just parallelizing the SNPs. However, the ratio of number of tasks to runtime of each task became unfortunate (four billion small tasks in our case), and the runtime performance dropped due to the additional overhead.
An experiment implementing the functions of our R script using Spark/Scala had no apparent performance benefit in our case. However, as datasets become larger, the possibility to employ not only large compute clusters but also to use RDDs in HDFS is beneficial [17] .
We were able to add successfully computing nodes running Microsoft Windows to the Spark-cluster using HDFS as the common file system. A sample benchmark with 4 nodes (16 cores) revealed that while the computing time of R does not differ between R on Windows and R in a VM in Linux, the overhead of the process communication between Spark and R is enormous. If the workload is split 1:1 to workers, there is no significant difference; if a split of 1:10 is used, the Windowsbased solution is 4 times slower.
Although the performance can be below the dedicated Linux virtual machine, it could be an opportunity for employees to start the node at the end of a working day to provide additional computing resources during the night. The elasticity of Spark allows them to kill the node in the morning without compromising the overall stability.
Related work
Liang et al. [11] have evaluated and discussed the differences in runtime performance of other Hadoop packages in R (rHadoop and H2O). They also found the exchange of data between R and the Java-based cluster as the bottleneck while the changes to the R program are less than 10 lines. Wiewiorka et al. [18] have used Spark for genomic analysis and found an almost linear speedup with the number of worker nodes. They also use HDFS to read the data directly to the client thus avoiding the data transfer overhead. Additionally, as they do not use R, they have no inter-processcommunication overhead.
Zou et al. [19] provide an extensive survey of MapReduce frameworks for bioinformatics. They also argue that MPI has many disadvantages at it does not offer load balancing, no fault tolerance, and no distributed file system. O'Driscoll et al. [17] confirm that the Spark family clusters are more robust to node failures and automatically restart chunks upon failure [17] .
Agarwal and Owzar [4] mention CUDA as a possible alternative for massively parallel execution using a graphics card (GPU). Davis et al. [20] and Lee et al. [21] give examples of genetic algorithms using GPUs. A package exists for R which brings the lm.fit to the GPU [22] . Unfortunately, similar to the function glm in Spark it helps to accelerate computation on large matrices, but requires to move the matrix from RAM to GPUmemory. The additional overhead to move the data of each cell to the graphics card back and forth is larger than the benefit. In order to unleash the card, one should move the whole matrix to graphics memory and implement a kernel to compute on CUDA only.
Jha et al. [8] compare different architectures, Spark and MPI among them. They also find an almost linear efficiency with a small benefit for MPI over Spark due to data requirements of the implemented K-means clustering algorithm which differs from our linear regression approach.
Large cloud providers such as Google and Amazon provide huge resources [5] at high service levels [23] . And also in Europe, scalable infrastructures for life science research are under development [24] . However, legal restrictions or mental reservations (e.g. regarding data ownership or trust) often prohibit the use of external services for sensitive data; especially as long as genetic data cannot be strictly anonymized [25, 26] .
Limitations
Computing the correlation of each SNP and GEN is a naive bruteforce approach. In the final setting, one would use additional knowledge from databases like HapMap [27] to limit the combinations that have to be investigated. This reduces the computational effort and especially minimizes the risk that the necessary p-value adjustment (like Bonferroni correction or further advanced methods of FDR [28] ) will hide genuine results. But our aim was to explore the possibilities to support a high number of calculations using big data/cluster technologies. Even if the number could be reduced in our case, it explodes if e.g. SNP-SNP-GEN interactions will be tested and makes it inevitable to use technologies as outlined above. The authors are no professional experts in MPI and Spark. Both technologies are used according to their manuals and as close to the default installation as possible. Customizations and tweaks may exist that improve the overall performance. For economy, the amount of time required to optimize the runtime is probably larger than the achieved performance gain.
Further improvement may be achieved if SparkR is configured together with a Hadoop file system or a scalable database instead of files which would also relieve the master from sending data (input and results) back and forth the worker nodes. But this requires an extra Hadoop cluster.
We have not explored the possibility to use MPI in Windows. We do not expect any relevant runtime difference between using MPI/R on Linux and Windows: the actual calculation should not differ given our experiments with SparkR on Linux and Windows. The distribution of the data (cluster management) also remains the same with Windows and Linux.
While our tests focused on a single dataset and a particular algorithm, we are confident that our findings can be transferred to similar algorithms as literature supports our general findings as shown above. For example, it benefits the analysis of GEN-GEN as well as GEN-GEN-SNP interactions that would be too computationally demanding otherwise.
Conclusions
We have compared the potential to speed up an R-script for genetic analysis by refactoring the script, and by parallelizing it with MPI and SparkR. Under the condition that the dataset and the algorithm can be parallelized and the time required to transfer the data to worker nodes is less than the actual computation time, a substantial increase can be observed when contributing additional nodes/ cores to such a cluster. It enables us to enlarge the dataset from 122 patients to more than 500 for which the researchers have data, to enrich the amount of confounder variables and to analyze GEN-GEN-SNP interactions that have not been considered before.
SparkR generally scales better than MPI in such a case. And although SparkR can be used in a standalone-cluster mode (as presented here) with comparably low efforts to set-up and maintain, its full potential should lie in the integration with Hadoop (HDFS) improving data management. The elasticity of such a cluster and the possibility to utilize free commodity resources is a real benefit.
The modifications required to an R script to utilize a cluster are minimal, but to unleash the full potential, additional efforts should be invested to customize and improve the code, especially with regards to data distribution.
